Study of phase transformation of guanosine 5'-monophosphate in drowning-out crystallization.
The present study used a mechanistic approach to control the phase transformation of guanosine 5'-monophosphate (GMP) via the operating conditions of agitation and feed concentration during drowning-out crystallization. First, Fourier transform infrared and UV/vis spectrophotometry were successfully applied to monitor the mass fraction of GMP polymorphs (amorphous and hydrate crystalline GMPs) and GMP supersaturation, respectively, during the crystallization. The phase transformation of amorphous GMP into hydrate crystals was significantly influenced by the agitation, which promoted the mass transfer of GMP dissolution and growth. Therefore, the phase transformation was quickly finished when increasing the agitation speed. However, a high agitation caused breakage of the hydrate crystals, resulting in a reduced crystal size with a bimodal distribution. The phase transformation was also influenced by the GMP feed concentration, as the crystal growth was promoted and the crystal size increased when increasing the feed concentration up to 61 g/l. However, a further increase in the feed concentration caused secondary nucleation due to the induction of a high supersaturation level during the phase transformation, leading to a small crystal size with a bimodal distribution. In addition, the rectangular-shaped hydrate GMP crystals exhibited a higher growth rate in the b direction rather than the a direction. Therefore, the crystal morphology shifted from a long rectangle to a square when increasing the feed concentration.